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CLASS – VII 
ENGLISH: 
 
1. Write one page hand writing neatly and legibly daily. 
2. Read News Paper daily and write any five headlines. If English papers are not 

available translate headlines from local papers.  
3. Write the three forms of verbs for any hundred words. 
4. Read “The Happy Prince” of Oscar Wilde and write the summary of it. 
5. Prepare a scrapbooks about three famous English authors and the characters they 

have created.  
6. Make a poster of any of the following topics. 
 a) Donate Blood  b) Save Water  c) Keep the Earth Clean. 
7. Design an English Magazine. It should have the following: 
 a) An attractive cover page   b) A creative name for the magazine. 
 c) An article on “Save Water” d) A small story 
 e) Jokes     f) Puzzles 
 g) Advertisements    h) Maze Games  i) Cross Word Puzzles etc 
 
 

 
 
 



MATHEMATICS: 
 
Activity 1: Lines and angles. 
Do as directed. 

a. Write all the letters of your name on an A4 size sheet in capital letters separately 

ie each page one letter. 

b. Identify types of angles, lie segments and rays. 

Ex: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In this letter 2 rays, 3 line segments and 4 right angles are there. 
 
   c.   Now identify angles forming as linear pair, and vertically opposite angles and 

measure them and prove as linear pair is 1800 and vertically opposite angles are equal. 

 Ex: 
  
 a 
 b 
 
 
  
 
 In this letter angle a ad b forms as linear pair. 
 
Activity 2: properties of integers. 
Do as directed. 

a. Take any 2 integers and verify closure property and commutative property under 

addition, subtraction , multiplication and division. Identify for which operation 

closure and commutative possible. Tabulate in a table. 

b. Take any 3 integers and verify associative property under addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division. 

SCIENCE: 
 

1. Make a visit to an industry close by to your village/ town and find out what they produce? 
Prepare a project on various waste disposal techniques they adapt in their industry. 

 
2. Prepare a model of one of the following with the help of unwanted materials available at 

your home. 
A. Anemometer 
B. Wind vane 
C. Human heart 
D. Periscope. 

 
SOCIAL SCIENCE: 
 
Earthquakes 

  Write  causes  and  effects  

 Locate  the  seismic  zones  in  the out line map of India and write the reasons for 

it. 

 Explain  your  preparedness  for  earthquake 


